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The starting assumption of hierarchical plate theories is a representation of the
Žn.Ž . n Ž . Žn.Ž .displacement field in the form u x, z s Ý f z b x , where x stands forks 0 k k
the in-plane coordinates and z for the transverse coordinate, where the linearly
Ž .independent functions f are the first n q 1 in a complete system, and where thek
functions bŽn. are determined by solving a minimum problem in an approximationk
space V Žn.. For V the function space where the exact solution u is sought to the
three-dimensional problem that a given hierarchical plate theory is meant to
 Žn.4approximate, we show that the sequence u converges in energy to a limit
Ž‘. Ž . kelement u g V , whatever the functions f ; and that, if f z s z , then u andk k
uŽ‘. coincide pointwise, provided their difference is smooth. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
A method to formulate two-dimensional theories of elastic plates is
based on the minimization of the three-dimensional energy functional over
a space of admissible displacements whose form is partly chosen a priori,
Ž .as is the form of the related admissible variations ’ virtual velocities .
Crucial to success is that the chosen representation effectively split the
spatial dependence of all the involved fields in such a way that, due also to
the cylindrical shape of a three-dimensional plate-like region, thickness
integration eliminates the dependence on the axial coordinate. When the
crucial condition is met, the resulting mathematical model is in all respects
two-dimensional and consists of a system of partial differential equations
prevailing over the plane cross-section of the cylinder; by way of these
equations, the specification of an equilibrium solution of the chosen form
is completed.
In line with a long-established practice in structural mechanics, this
method is classifiable as semi-in¤erse. Since the solution’s form is con-
strained, certain compatibility conditions on the input data must be met
for a solution to exist; moreover, the output, when there is one, is an
approximation to the exact solution of the three-dimensional problem: the
issue then is to evaluate the accuracy of such an approximation. In a sense,
hierarchical plate theories have been introduced to replace the difficult task
of evaluating how closely the exact solution is approximated by a solution
of the predetermined form with the construction of a scheme within which,
in principle, successive approximations of increasing accuracy are made
available. A problem which remains open is to estimate the accuracy of
one of these approximations so as to decide whether the next one
Žis needed; this problem has certain peculiarities that we now discuss see
w x.also 3 .
The common starting assumption of hierarchical theories of linearly
elastic plates is a representation of the admissible displacement fields in
the form,
n
Žn. Žn.u x , z s f z b x , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k
ks0
where x stands for the in-plane coordinates and z for the transverse
coordinate, and where the linearly independent functions f are the firstk
Ž .  Žn.4nn q 1 in a complete system. The list b is determined by solving ak 0
minimum problem in an approximation space V Žn. of functions having
Ž .the form 1.1 . Note that, since a linear theory is aimed at, the admissible
Ž .variations have the form 1.1 as well. Note also that, at difference with
standard perturbation approaches, each function in the minimizing list
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 Žn.4nb depends on the truncation index n. Nevertheless, since as a rule thek 0
spaces V Ž0., V Ž1., . . . , V Žn., . . . , are hierarchically nested, the expectation
is that the greater the index n the better the approximation of the
Ž .generally unknown exact solution u to the corresponding three-dimen-
sional problem.
In this paper we study reasonable and fairly general conditions under
 Žn.4which the sequence u converges in energy to u. The paper is organized
as follows.
In the next section we give a mathematically informal presentation of
Problem P, the minimum problem in three-dimensional elasticity we
address, and of its hierarchy of approximations, Problems P Žn.. The body
B we consider is a plate-like cylinder of cross section V, end faces V",
and lateral surface S. The boundary conditions we impose are mixed,
namely, of Neumann type over the end faces, where the applied tractions
s" are assigned, and of Dirichlet type over the lateral surface, where the
displacement field u is required to vanish identically. Quite conveniently,
when these boundary conditions prevail, compatibility of the data is not an
issue.
In the first part of Section 3 we introduce the function space where we
search for solutions to Problem P. This space is the completion V of the
2 2Ž . Ž .space C B of all vector-valued fields of class C B that vanish over S;S
the operation of completion is made with respect to, alternatively, the
Ž .so-called symmetric-gradient norm induced by the inner product 3.7 or
Ž .the equivalent energy norm 3.18 . In the second part, Subsection 3.2, we
introduce the approximation spaces V Žn., we discuss various equivalent
ways of equipping them with a norm, and we prove that each of them is a
Ž .closed subspace of the space V Proposition 3.4 .
In our closing Section 4, we introduce a notion of energy distance
between u and uŽn.,
Žn.d s inf u y v ,n
Žn.Žn.v gV
and of discrepancy between two successive hierarchical approximations uŽn.
and uŽnq1.,
n
Žn. Žnq1. Žn.d s f b y b .Ž .Ý k k k
ks0
We then show that, when n “ ‘,
2 22 2 Žn. Žnq1.d y d s y d q f b “ 0,n nq1 nq1 nq1
 Žn.4 Ž‘. Ž .so that u has a limit element u in the space V Proposition 4.2 . Our
last result supports the popular choice of the system of powers over
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w x Ž .y« , q« as the functions f in a representation of the type 1.1 . In fact,k
for this kind of ‘‘thickness weights,’’ we are able to prove that uŽ‘.
Ž Ž‘.. Žcoincides pointwise with u, provided u y u is sufficiently smooth Pro-
.position 4.3 .
2. THE PLATE PROBLEM
In this section we collect those notions and notations from linear
elasticity and structural mechanics that are needed for a mathematically
informal presentation of the problems we address in this paper; a careful
definition of the function-space setting where we work will be given in the
next section.
A plate-like three-dimensional region B is a right cylinder whose length
is generally much smaller than the diameter of its cross-section V, V
being a regularly open, bounded set of R2. We identify the typical point p
Ž .of B with the pair x, z of its orthogonal projection x on V and its
Ž .coordinate z g y« , q« along the axis z of B. Moreover, we assume
that the material comprising B has a linearly elastic response specified by
Ž .an elasticity tensor C x such that, for each x g V fixed and for each
symmetric tensor E, the standard symmetry conditions
C s C s C s C , 2.1Ž .i jhk jihk i jk h hk i j
as well as the coerciveness inequality 1
< < 2 y1 < < 2w xn E F C E ? E F n E , 2.2Ž .
for some positive constant n .
" Ž . 4 w xWe let V s x, " « ‹ x g V and S s › V = y« , q« denote, re-
spectively, the upper and lower faces and the lateral mantle of the cylinder
B, and we pose the following mixed boundary-value problem for the
plate-like elastic body under study:
Ž .Find a displacement field u x, z , whose trace on S vanishes,
<u x , z s 0, 2.3Ž . Ž .S
"Ž . "such that the body is in equilibrium under the applied loads s x on V .
For V some space of displacement fields obeying the boundary condi-
Ž .tion 2.3 , we let the load working to be
F v [ f ? v dx dz q sq? vqq sy? vy dx , v g V , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
B V
1 Ž .When any constant elasticity tensor C is considered, the inequality on the r.h.s. in 2.2 is
always satisfied.
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a linear functional on V interpreted as the power expended by the
" Ž .distance load f and the surface loads s for the virtual velocity v x, z .
Next, we consider
Problem P. Find u g V such that
1 1w x w xC =u ? =u y F u s min C =v ? =v y F v . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2 2½ 5
vgVB B
As is well known, the weak Euler]Lagrange equation associated to this
minimum problem is solved by u g V if
w xC =u ? =v s F v , ;v g V . 2.6Ž . Ž .H
B
The purpose of this paper is to discuss how the solution of Problem P in
V can be approximated by posing that problem in the approximation
spaces V Žn., whose typical elements are
n
Žn. Žn.v x , z s f z b x , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k
ks0
where the linearly independent functions f are chosen once and for all,k
w xand form a complete system over the interval y« , q« . This leads us to
consider, along with Problem P,
Problems P Žn.. For n g N fixed, find uŽn. g V Žn. such that0
1 Žn. Žn. Žn.w xC =u ? =u y F uŽ .H 2
B
1 Žn. Žn. Žn.w xs min C =v ? =v y F v . 2.8Ž . Ž .H 2½ 5Žn.Žn. Bv gV
The associated weak Euler]Lagrange equation for uŽn. g V Žn. is
w Žn. x Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn.C =u ? =v s F v , ;v g V . 2.9Ž . Ž .H
B
Problems P Žn. make up a hierarchy of approximating problems, each of
which, under reasonable assumptions to be listed below, has a unique
solution in a different function space. The inclusion properties of the
corresponding hierarchy of function spaces will be studied in the next
section.
w xRemark. A lemma due to Signorini 5, 6 characterizes the equilibrium
Ž .stress fields S x, z over B as those which are symmetric-valued and satisfy
S x , z ? =v dx dz s F v , ;v g V , 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .H
B
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Ž . Ž .where F v is the linear functional defined in 2.4 . If there is an equilib-
2Ž . Ž .rium stress field of class L B , then the functional F v is continuous
over V with respect to, in particular, the energy norm; moreover, the
Ž .existence of a unique solution to the Euler]Lagrange equation 2.6 in the
Hilbert space V follows from the classical Riesz theorem. The same result
Ž . Žn. Žn.holds for Eq. 2.9 associated to Problem P , in the Hilbert space V .
3. FUNCTION SPACE SETTING
Ž . ŽConsider a smooth vector-valued field v x , x , z , where the x a s1 2 a
.1, 2 are the coordinates of the point x g V with respect to a cartesian
Ž .frame of origin o g V and orthonormal base vectors c , c , z . For P s I1 2
y z m z the orthogonal projection onto the plane z s 0, we write the
gradient of v as
=v s Dv q v, m z, 3.1Ž .z
where the tangential gradient Dv of v is defined by
Dv s grad v q v ? z , z m c , grad v s P =v P, 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
in terms of the plane gradient grad v of v; since
grad v s D Pv , 3.3Ž . Ž .
we see that the plane gradient is in fact the tangential gradient of the
plane part of v. Moreover, we define the symmetric gradient and the
symmetric plane gradient of v to be, respectively,
E v s sym =v and e v s sym grad v , 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
so that
E v s e v q sym v ? z , z m c q v, m z ; 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a a z
since the two tensors on the right side are mutually orthogonal,
E v s 0 m e v s 0 & sym v ? z , z m c q v, m z s 0 . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .a a z
3.1. The Space V
2Ž .Let C B denote the function space of all vector-valued fields of classS
2Ž .C B that vanish over S.
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2Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. The space V is the completion of the space C BS
Ž . 2with respect to the inner product defined by relation 3.7 below.
PROPOSITION 3.2. The bilinear, symmetric form
u, v [ E u ? E v dx dz 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
B
2Ž .defines an inner product in C B .S
2Ž .Proof. It is sufficient to prove that, for all v g C B ,S
E v s 0 « v s 0. 3.8Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since, by 3.6 ,
E v s 0 « e v s 0, 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .
we begin by proving that
e v s 0 « Pv s 0. 3.10Ž . Ž .
w xFor each z g y« , q« fixed, the following identities hold true,
2 T2< <2 e v s grad v q grad v ? grad v , 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
T 2grad v ? grad v s div grad v v y div v v q div v , 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where we have set
div v s P ? grad v.
By the use of these identities, the divergence theorem in the plane, and
2< Ž .the fact that Pv s 0 because v g C B , we deduce thatS S
2 2< <2 e v G grad v . 3.13Ž . Ž .H H
B B
w xIn addition, an application of Poincare’s lemma 2 gives´
< < 2 < < 2grad v G c Pv , 3.14Ž .H HB
B B
where c is a positive constant. Combination of the last two inequalitiesB
Ž .establishes 3.10 .
2 w xThis definition is inspired by the classical work 4 by Campanato.
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Ž . Ž .It remains for us to prove that if E v s 0, then also v y Pv , the
Ž . Ž .transverse part of v, vanishes. Indeed, with 3.10 , it follows from 3.6 that
= v ? z m z q z m = v ? z s 0 in B,Ž . Ž .
or rather, equivalently, that
v x , z ? z s const. in B;Ž .
but then, by continuity,
v x , z ? z ’ 0 in B, 3.15Ž . Ž .
Ž .in order to satisfy the boundary condition 2.3 .
Ž .The inner product 3.7 induces the symmetric-gradient norm
2< < 2u [ u, u s E u s E u ? E u dx dz . 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . HL B
B
On the other hand, due to the symmetry of C and the coercitivity
Ž .inequality 2.2 , the symmetric and bilinear energy form
w xu, v [ C =u ? =v 3.17Ž . Ž .Ž . H
B
2Ž .is in fact an inner product over C B ; the associated energy normS
5 5 2u [ u, u 3.18Ž . Ž .Ž .
is equivalent to the symmetric-gradient norm.
3.2. The Spaces V Žn.
 4  Ž . 4Let N s N j 0 . For f z , k g N a given system of linearly inde-0 k 0
2 w xpendent functions of class C over y« , q« , and for each n g N fixed,0
consider now the space
n
Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn. 1V [ v x , z s f z b x , b x g H V . 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k k 0½ 5
ks0
By definition, the inclusion property V Žn. ; V Žnq1. holds for all n g N .0
A hierarchical plate theory of the type we study is obtained when Problems
P Žn. are posed in the approximation spaces V Žn..
Each of the spaces V Žn. can be given an alternative representation in
 Ž .terms of a system of linearly independent, orthonormal functions c z , kk
4g N : each of the functions c is a linear combination, obtained by the0 k
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Schmidt orthogonalization method, of the functions in the set f , h sh
40, . . . , k ; by construction,
q«
c z c z dz s d , h , k s 0, . . . , n , 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž .H k h hk
y«
and the alternative representation is
n
Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn. 1V s v x , z s c z a x , a x g H V . 3.21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k k 0½ 5
ks0
There are various ways to equip V Žn. with a norm. One possibility is to
use the standard L2-norm; when an element v Žn. g V Žn. is represented as
Ž . Ž .in 3.21 , a computation exploiting the orthogonality conditions 3.20
shows that the squared L2-norm B of v Žn. can be expressed as the sum of
2 Ž . Žn.the squared L -norms over V of the n q 1 functions a ,k
n
2 2Žn. Žn.2 Ž . 2v s a . 3.22L B Ž .Ý Ž .L Vk
ks0
Ž .Another, more convenient norm is the squared tangential-gradient norm
2Žn. 2 Ž .Dv ,L B
1Ž .which can be expressed as the sum of the squares of the H V norms of0
Žn.Ž .all the functions a x . Indeed, since the functions c compose ank k
orthonormal set, we find that
2 2Žn. Žn.2 Ž .Dv s Dv x , z dx dzL B Ž .H
B
n«
Žn. Žn.s c z c z dz Da x ? Da x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH Hh k h kž /y« Vh , ks0
n
2Žn.
2s Da x . 3.23Ž . Ž .Ý Ž .L Vk
ks0
In short, as anticipated,
n
2 2Žn. Žn.2 1Ž .Dv s a 3.24L B Ž .Ž .Ý H Vk 0
ks0
Žthat the semi-norm of tangential derivatives is a norm over B follows
.from Poincare’s inequality . Interestingly, the tangential-gradient norm can´
be shown to be equivalent to the symmetric-gradient norm
2Žn.
2E v .Ž . Ž .L B
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Indeed,
PROPOSITION 3.3. For each V Žn., there are two positi¤e constants cŽn., cŽn.0 1
such that
22 2Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn.2 22Ž . Ž .c Dv G E v G c Dv 3.25L B L BŽ . Ž .Ž .L B0 1
for all v Žn. g V Žn..
Proof. We begin by proving the inequality on the left. Note first that
2 2< <E v F =v . 3.26Ž . Ž .
Ž .Moreover, in view of definition 3.1 , rewritten here for the reader’s
convenience,
=v s Dv q v, m z,z
note that
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2=v F 2 Dv q v, m z . 3.27Ž .ž /z
On the other hand, there is a constant c such that˜
2 2Žn. Žn. 2 Ž .v , m z F c Dv 3.28L B Ž .˜2z Ž .L B
for all v Žn. g V Žn.. To see this, it is enough to observe that
n
XŽn. Žn.v , x , z s c z a x , 3.29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýz k k
ks0
X Ž . w xand that, since all functions c z are bounded over the interval y« , q« ,k
there is a constant c such that
«
X Xc [ max c z c z dz . 3.30Ž . Ž . Ž .H k h
0Fh , kFn y«
Therefore,
n
22 Žn.25 5 2v, m z F c n q 1 a . 3.31Ž . Ž .ÝL Ž B . Ž .L Vz k
ks0
Žn. 1Ž . Ž .Now, since a g H V , 3.24 holds. Consequently,k 0
n n
22 2Žn. Žn. Žn.
212a F c a s c D v , 3.32Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ Ž .Ž .Ý Ý L BŽ . H VL Vk k 0
ks0 ks0
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Ž . Ž .which is what was missing to establish 3.28 for c s n q 1 cc. We˜ ˆ
Ž . Ž .conclude from 3.27 and 3.28 that
< < 2 < < 2=v F 2 c q 1 Dv ; 3.33Ž . Ž .˜
Ž . Žn. Ž .the desired inequality follows from this and 3.26 for c s 2 c q 1 .˜0
Ž .We now proceed to prove the inequality on the right of 3.25 . As a first
Ž . Ž . Ž .step, we note that 3.4 , 3.13 , and 3.3 , imply that
2 2 221 1
25 52 2 2E v G e v G grad v s D Pv . 3.34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .L Ž B .L B L B L B2 2
Ž .Furthermore, in view of the definition of E v , we have that
v ? z , F 2E v z ? c q v ? c , ; 3.35Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a 3 a a z
hence,
22 2Žn. Žn. Žn.
2 2D v ? z z F 8 E v q 2 Pv , . 3.36Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 2L B L B z Ž .L B
Ž . Ž .But, by 3.29 ] 3.32 and Poincare’s inequality, there are two positive´
constants c and c for which1 2
2 2 2Žn. Žn. Žn.2 2Ž .P v , F c Pv F c grad v . 3.37L BŽ . Ž .Ž .2 L Bz 1 2Ž .L B
Ž . Ž .Thus, 3.34 and 3.36 yield
2 2Žn. Žn.
2 2D v ? z z F 8 q 2c E v . 3.38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L B L B2
Ž . Ž .Combination of 3.34 and 3.38 gives
2 2Žn. Žn.
2 2D v F 10 q 2c E v ; 3.39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L B L B2
the thesis follows on setting
y1Žn.c s 10 q 2c .Ž .1 2
Finally, it is clear that, by coercitivity, the symmetric-gradient norm is
equivalent to the energy norm
2 1Žn. Žn. Žn.w xv s C =v ? =v . 3.40Ž .H2
B
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We are now in a position to state
PROPOSITION 3.4. For each n g N , the space V Žn.}when equipped0
with any one of the equi¤alent norms of the tangential-gradient, the sym-
metric-gradient, and the energy}is a closed subspace of the space V intro-
duced by Definition 3.1.
Žn.Ž . n Ž . Žn.Ž . Žn.Ž . 1Ž .Remark. For v x, z s Ý f z b x , b x g H V , the en-ks0 k k k 0
ergy norm of v Žn. g V Žn. is
n
2Žn. Žn. Žn.v s A C Db ? Db dxÝ Hhk k kž
Vk , hs0
Žn. Žn.q2 B C Db ? b m z dxHhk h k
V
Žn. Žn.qC C b m z ? b m z dx , 3.41Ž .Hhk h k /
V
where the matrix components A , B , C arehk hk hk
«
A [ f z f z dz ,Ž . Ž .Hhk k h
y«
«




X XC [ f z f z dz .Ž . Ž .Hhk k h
y«
Note that both matrices A and C are symmetric, while B is not. When v Žn.
Ž .is represented in terms of orthonormal functions as in 3.21 , then A shk
Ž . kd . If instead we choose f z s z , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , then the compo-hk k
nents A , B , C turn out to behk hk hk
kqhq1« kqhq1A s 1 y y1 ,Ž .hk k q h q 1
kqh« kqhB s k 1 y y1 ,Ž .hk k q h
3.43Ž .
kqhy1« kqhy1C s kh 1 y y1 .Ž .hk k q h y 1
Thus, the nonnull components of matrices A and C occupy the positions
of the null components of matrix B, and conversely.
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4. ENERGY DISTANCE, DISCREPANCY, AND CONVERGENCE
We now introduce a notion of energy distance between the solution u to
Ž . Žn.Eq. 2.6 in V and its nth approximation, that is, the solution u to Eqs.
Ž . Žn. Žn.2.9 in V . By energy distance between u and u we mean the number
Žn. Žn. 3d s u y u [ inf u y v . 4.1Ž .n
Žn.Žn.v gV
Ž .Note that the infimum in definition 4.1 is in fact a minimum. This follows
from the geometrical property that the projections of u and uŽn. on V Žn.
are the same,
uŽn. , v Žn. s u, v Žn. , ;v Žn. g V Žn. . 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 4Note also that d is a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative num-n ng N0
bers, hence, a convergent sequence.
The infinite collection of spaces V Žn. efficiently approximates the space
V whenever the union of the spaces V Žn. is dense in V : if this is the
case, d “ 0 as n “ ‘. Said differently, if for each v g V fixed then
condition
v, v Žn. s 0, ;v Žn. g V Žn. , ;n g N ,Ž .Ž . 0
implies that v s 0, then d “ 0 as n “ ‘.n
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any two approximate solutions uŽn. and uŽm. with
m ) n,
2Žm. Žn. 2 2u y u s d y d . 4.3Ž .n m
Ž .Proof. The projection property 4.2 guarantees that, for each index m,
u y uŽm. , uŽm. s 0. 4.4Ž . Ž .Ž .
On the other hand, the inclusion V Žn. ; V Žm. implies that
u y uŽm. , uŽn. s 0, ;m ) n. 4.5Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Žm.. Ž Žn. Žm..Therefore, the vectors u y u and u y u are orthogonal, and
2 2 2Žn. Žm. Žm. Žn.u y u s u y u q u y u , ;m ) n. 4.6Ž .
Ž . Ž .This relation, with 4.1 establishes 4.3 .
3 w xWith the use of Hilbert’s approximation results 1, p. 15 , the energy distance can be
2 5 Žn. 5 2 Ž Žn. Žn.. Ž Žn. Žn..evaluated by the formula d [ u y u s G u, f b , . . . , f b rG f b , . . . , f b ,n 0 0 n n 0 0 n n
Žn.Ž . n Ž . Žn.Ž .where G denotes the Gram determinant and u x, z s Ý f z b x .ks0 k k
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Here an important point must be made. The solutions to Problems P Žn.
and P Žnq1. are obtained by minimization of the functional
1 w xv “ C =v ? =v y F v 4.7Ž . Ž .H 2½ 5
B
over, respectively the approximation spaces, V Žn. and V Žnq1.. Given the
peculiar representation we have adopted for a typical element of V Žn.,
namely,
n
Žn. Žn.v x , z s f z b x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k
ks0
Ž .there is no reason to expect that the first n q 1 functions in the list
 Žnq1.4nq1 Žnq1. Ž .b that determines u orderly coincide with the n q 1 func-k 0
tions in the list determining uŽn.. To estimate how those two lists differ, we
introduce the nth discrepancy ¤ector
n
Žn. Žnq1. Žn.d [ f b y b . 4.8Ž .Ž .Ý k k k
ks0
Ž .At stage n q 1 of an approximation process, since
uŽnq1. y uŽn. s dŽn. q f bŽnq1. , 4.9Ž .nq1 nq1
the approximation uŽnq1. differs from uŽn. by dŽn., a computable element of
V Žn., plus a further correction, f bŽnq1., an element of the spacenq1 nq1
V Žnq1.. Remarkably, the orthogonal projection of the latter on V Žn.
equals ydŽn.. Indeed, consider the Euler]Lagrange equations
uŽn. , v Žn. s F v Žn. , ;v Žn. g V Žn. , 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
uŽnq1. , v Žnq1. s F v Žnq1. , ;v Žnq1. g V Žnq1. ; 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .when the same test function is taken in both, subtraction of 4.10 from
Ž .4.11 yields
dŽn. q f bŽnq1. , v Žn. s 0, ;v Žn. g V Žn. . 4.12Ž .Ž .Ž .nq1 nq1
Ž .A direct consequence of 4.12 is
2 2 2 n“‘2 2 Žnq1. Žn. Žn. Žnq1. 60 F d y d s u y u s y d q f b 0.n nq1 nq1 nq1
4.13Ž .
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Our next proposition is a complement}in fact, a reformulation}of this
result.
 Žn.Ž .4PROPOSITION 4.2. The sequence u x, z has a limitng N0
uŽ‘. x , z g V .Ž .
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.1, for each « ) 0 fixed, there is an
integer n such that«
2Žnqp. Žn. 2 2u y u s d y d F 2d d y d - « , 4.14Ž .Ž .n nqp 0 n nqp
for all n ) n and p ) 0. This relation implies the desired convergence.«
Given an approximation procedure, the first issue is to establish not only
that the approximating sequence converges to a limit but also that this
limit actually solves the problem under study. Within a hierarchical ap-
proach of the type we consider here, the proof of such a convergence
result depends on the representation one assumes for the approximations.
We now show that, granted sufficient regularity, the limit and the solution
 4 Ž .coincide in the case when the system f , k g N in the definition 3.19k 0
Žn. Ž . kof the approximation spaces V is the system of powers f z s z .k
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let the functions
n
Žn. k Žn. Žn. 1u x , z s z c x , c g H V , n g N , 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k k 0 0
ks0
compose a sequence of approximate solutions uŽn. g V Žn. to Problem P, with
Žn. Ž‘. Ž .u “ u g V Proposition 4.2 . If the solution u to Problem P and the
Ž‘. Žlimit function u differ by a sufficiently smooth function by a function in
2Ž . .H B , say , then they coincide pointwise.
Proof. Without loss of generality, for each fixed index n, we write the
solution u to Problem P in terms of its approximation uŽn. and the relative
remainder,
u x , z s uŽn. x , z q r Žn. x , z . 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žn. Ž Žn..HHere, by definition, r g V , i.e.,
Žn. Žn. Žn. Žn.C =v x , z ? E r x , z dx dz s 0, ;v g V . 4.17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
B
Note that the space V Žn. contains all functions of the form
v x , z s p z c x , 4.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h
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1Ž .with p a polynomial of degree h F n and c g H V . For such a testh 0
function, in the limit for n “ ‘, we have that
Ž‘.C = p z c x ? E r x , z dx dz s 0, ;h g N , 4.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H h 0
B
where
r Ž‘. x , z [ u x , z y uŽ‘. x , z .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž‘.Ž . 2Ž . Ž .Since r x, z g H B by hypothesis, 4.19 , when written for an arbi-
Ž .trary polynomial p z , yields that
Ž‘.0 s C = p z c x ? E r x , z dx dzŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
B
Ž‘.s y p z c x ? Div C E r x , z dx dzŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
B
Ž‘.q p z c x ? C E r x , z n dx , 4.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
q yV jV
" Ž‘.Ž .with n s "z on V . To prove that r x, z s 0, we put
p z s z 2 y « 2 q z 4.21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .in 4.20 and obtain that, for each polynomial q z ,
2 2 Ž‘.q z c x z y « ? Div C E r x , z dx dz s 0, ;h g N .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H 0
B
4.22Ž .
2Ž . 2Ž . 2Ž . w xSince the product space of L V and L y« , q« is dense in L B 7 ,
the last relation implies that
Ž‘.Div C E r x , z s 0 a.e. in B. 4.23Ž . Ž .Ž .
Now, choosing
p z s z " «Ž .
Ž .in 4.20 , we have that
Ž‘.0 s C = z " « c x ? E r x , z dx dzŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
B
Ž‘.s z " « c x Div C E r x , z dx dzŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
B
Ž‘.q « C E r x , z ? c x m z dx ; 4.24Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
"V
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Ž . Ž .with this, the arbitrariness of c x and 4.23 imply that
Ž‘.C E r x , " « z s 0 a.e. in V . 4.25Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Hence, ;v x, z g V , we have that
Ž‘. Ž‘.r , v s C =v x , z ? E r x , z dx dzŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . H
B
Ž‘.s C v x , z m n ? E r x , z dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H
q yV jV
Ž‘.y v x , z Div C E r x , z dx dz s 0. 4.26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
B
Remark. Our proof works because if the system of powers over
w xy« , q« is adopted to represent the elements of the approximation space
V Žn., then the associated test functions over the space D‘ V Žn. arens0
such as to make it easy to show that a weak solution to Problem P with
null data is in fact a strong solution. While this property is not peculiar of
the system of powers alone, it does offer a good reason to select it.
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